Abstract-This article discuss about presentation group and . It is shown that these presentations are isomorphism and there is process to compute generator of second homotopy module from to . This computation using Tietze transformation and operation on picture.
INTRODUCTION
Group are very often described as quotient group of free group:
. If is free with base and is normal closure in of a set , we say that the pair is a presentation,. Set is defining generator of and set is defining relations. The element of will be called relator. A presentation is finitely generated if is finite, and is finitely related if is finite. A presentation is finite if both of and are finite, in this case is finitely presented. There are some alterations one can make to a presentation which result in presentations of a group isomorphic to the original. These are called Tietze transformations. Let so we have first fundamental group ( ) and second homotopy module (( of presentation group. Therefore this article discuss about second homotopy module. The element of second homotopy module is equivalence class of spherical picture.
II. PRELIMINARIES
We review some definitions and results that we will use to solve the main result of this article. once in clockwise direction starting from and read off the labels on arcs encountered (if we cross an arc, labelled say, in the direction of its normal orientation, then we read ), then we obtain a word which belongs to . We call this word the label of .
Definition 2.4 ([6]) A picture over is a spherical picture if all arcs in do not touch the boundary disc.
Two spherical pictures ℙ 1 and ℙ 2 are said to be equivalent if either: (a) both are spherical and one can be transformed to the other by a finite number of operation deletion and insertion floating circle, deletion and insertion folding pair and bridge move; or (b) both are not spherical and one can be transformed to the other by a finite number of operation deletion and insertion floating circle, deletion and insertion semicircle, deletion and insertion folding pair and bridge move. Base on [1] , A set of spherical picture over is called a set of generator if generate module. Base on [2] , set generator P is generator iff each spherical picture over can be transformated to empty picture by using operation on picture.
III. THE MAIN RESULT
We consider presentation group and . It is shown that these presentation are isomorphic using Tiestze transformation.
Note that, if and nonzero integer, there are integer and such that . Since and are prime relative, so ..
Tietze transformation of to .
Add generator in to set of generator with relation . and is picture containing discs , and .
5.
On there is a deletion disc and replace arc be and arc be . So, generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
6.
On there are deletion of disc . The generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
7.
On there is a deletion of disc The generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
On there is a deletion . The generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
9. On there is deletion generator . The generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
10.
On there is deletion generator . The generators containing disc will be changed, as seen below:
Finally, we have generator containing disc , that is:
Thus, generaotos of is
IV. EXAMPLE
Consider group presentation and Remember that 2 and 3 are relatively prime, so there are integers and such that . Let and .
Tietze transformation from to .
We have four generators of , that is:
Meanwhile, generator of is ISBN 978-602-74529-0-9
M -200
Next, will be shown the process of changing generators of to :
1.
The generators of are , , and .
2.
The = .
= .
ISBN 978-602-74529-0-9 M -212
:
If generator simplified, then we obtain picture:
By using bridge move operation, we have: 
